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Abstract. How to make a segmentation model efficiently adapt to a
specific video as well as online target appearance variations is a fun-
damental issue in the field of video object segmentation. In this work, a
graph memory network is developed to address the novel idea of “learning
to update the segmentation model”. Specifically, we exploit an episodic
memory network, organized as a fully connected graph, to store frames as
nodes and capture cross-frame correlations by edges. Further, learnable
controllers are embedded to ease memory reading and writing, as well as
maintain a fixed memory scale. The structured, external memory design
enables our model to comprehensively mine and quickly store new knowl-
edge, even with limited visual information, and the differentiable memory
controllers slowly learn an abstract method for storing useful represen-
tations in the memory and how to later use these representations for
prediction, via gradient descent. In addition, the proposed graph mem-
ory network yields a neat yet principled framework, which can generalize
well to both one-shot and zero-shot video object segmentation tasks. Ex-
tensive experiments on four challenging benchmark datasets verify that
our graph memory network is able to facilitate the adaptation of the
segmentation network for case-by-case video object segmentation.
Keywords: Video segmentation, Episodic graph memory, Learn to update
1 Introduction
Video object segmentation (VOS), as a core task in computer vision, aims to
predict the target object in a video at pixel level. Typically, according to whether
or not annotations are provided for the first frame during testing, VOS can be
categorized into one-shot video object segmentation (O-VOS) [4, 45] and zero-
shot video object segmentation (Z-VOS) [49]. Provided with only first-frame
annotations in a video, O-VOS is to identify and segment the labeled object
instances in the rest of the video [6, 14, 16, 25, 31, 63]; whereas Z-VOS aims to
automatically infer the primary objects without any test-time indications[41,42].
B Corresponding author: Wenguan Wang.
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O-VOS is a challenging task because there is no further assumptions regard-
ing to the specific target object and the application scenes often contain similar
distractor objects. To tackle these challenges, earlier methods typically perform
network finetuning over each annotated object [4, 47]. Though impressive, they
are quite time-consuming. Current popular solutions[10,29,46,48,64] are instead
built upon an efficient matching based framework; they formulate the task as a
differentiable matching procedure between the support set (i.e., the first anno-
tated frame or predicted frames) and query set (i.e., frame to be segmented).
Thus they can directly assign labels to the query frame, according to the pixel-
wise similarity to the annotated first frame and/or previous processed frames.
Although omitting first-frame finetune and improving the performance to
some extent, matching based O-VOS methods still suffer from several limita-
tions. First, they typically learn a generic matching network and then apply it
to testing videos directly, failing to make full use of first-frame target-specific in-
formation. As a result, they cannot efficiently adapt to the input video. Second,
as the segmentation targets may undergo appearance variation (i.e., fast motion,
occlusion), it is meaningful to perform online model updating. Third, matching
based methods only address modeling pair-relations between the query and each
support frame, neglecting the rich context within the support set.
To address these issues, we take inspiration from the recent development of
memory-augmented neural networks for few-shot learning[37,54] and develop an
external graph memory network to online adapt the segmentation network to a
specific target in one single feed-forward pass. Specifically, by regarding O-VOS
as episodic memory reasoning, our approach equips with the ability to slowly
learn high-level knowledge for extracting useful representations from the offline
training data, and the ability to rapidly fuse the unseen information from the
first-frame annotation in the testing video, via an external memory module. In
this way, our model can internally modulate the output by learning to rapidly
cache representation in the memory stores. During the segmentation, to main-
tain the variations of the object appearance, we perform memory updating by
storing and recalling target information from the external memory. Therefore,
we can implement the online model updating easily without extensive parameter
optimization. In addition, the memory module, built upon the end-to-end mem-
ory network [40], is endowed with a graph structure to better mine the relations
among memory cells.
The suggested graph memory network is neat and fast. For memory updating,
instead of some prior matching based O-VOS models [29] inserting a new ele-
ment into newly allocated position, our model performs message passing on the
fixed-size graph memory without increasing memory consumption. Our model
provides a principle framework; it generalizes Z-VOS task well, in which main-
stream methods also lack the adaptation capability. As far as we know, this work
represents the first effort that addresses both O-VOS and Z-VOS in a unified net-
work design. Experiments on representative O-VOS datasets show the proposed
method performs favorably against state-of-the-arts. Without bells and whistles,
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it also outperforms other competitors on Z-VOS datasets. These promising re-
sults demonstrate the efficacy and generalizability of our graph memory network.
2 Related Work
One-shot Video Object Segmentation (O-VOS) is to track the first-frame
annotation to subsequent frames at pixel level [50]. With the renaissance of the
connectionism, deep learning based solutions are the domaniant [10, 25, 31, 33]
in the field of O-VOS. Among them are three representative strategies. One
is the segmentation-by-detection scheme [4, 5, 9, 24] that learns a video-specific
representation about the first-frame annotated objects and performs pixel-wise
detection in the rest frames. Another one is the propagation based pipeline [9,42,
56], which propagates segmented masks to fit objects in the upcoming frames.
The third, i.e., the more advanced, is the matching based strategy[6,10,14,16,23,
29, 46, 48, 63, 64] which usually trains a prototypical Siamese matching network
to find the most matching pixel (or embedding in the feature space) between the
first frame (or a segmented frame) and the query frame, and then achieves label
assignment accordingly. Some matching-based methods employ internal memory
(e.g., ConvLSTM [45, 58]) or external memory (e.g., [29, 45]) to implicitly or
explicitly store previously computed segmentation information for facilitating
learning the evolution of objects over time. However, our utilization of memory
differs from these methods substantially: i) we employ an external memory with
learnable read-write controller to rapidly encode new video information for quick
segmentation network updating; ii) compared to vanilla memory network[26,40],
our graph memory network stores memory content in a structured manner that
explicitly captures context in cells; iii) instead of writing new input to newly
located position [29], our memory is dynamically updated by iterative cell state
renewing without increasing the memory size.
Zero-shot Video Object Segmentation (Z-VOS) aims to segment the pri-
mary objects in unconstrained videos, which has been widely studied over several
decades [11, 17, 27, 51]. Recent deep learning solutions explored two-stream ar-
chitectures [7, 15, 38, 65], recurrent neural networks [39, 42, 52], or more powerful
non-local structures [22, 49]. In this work, rather than these methods learning
a universal video foreground object representation and hoping it could general-
ize all unseen scenarios well, our episodic memory design allows target-adaption
on-the-fly by learning to update the segmentation network.
Learning to Update in VOS. To learn more video-specific information, a di-
rect way is to perform iterative network finetune in the first frame[4,47]. Some re-
cent efforts instead applied meta-learning for model updating[3,57,60], whose ba-
sic ideas are similar: learning segmentation model parameters on training videos.
This paper, in contrast, uses a graph memory network with learnable, lightweight
controllers to assimilate a new video. Thus the model can quickly adapt to un-
seen scenes and appearance variants through the memory node (cell) updating
rather than sensitive and expensive network parameter generation [57,60].
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3 Proposed Algorithm
3.1 Preliminary: Episodic Memory Networks
Memory networks augment neural networks with an external memory compo-
nent [26,40,54], which allow the network to explicitly access the past experiences
and have been shown effective in few-shot learning [37] and object tracking [61].
Recently, episodic external memory networks were explored to solve reasoning
issues in visual question answering [20,26,40]. The basic theory is to retrieve the
information required to answer the question from the memory with differentiable
read and write operators. Given a collection of input representations, the episodic
memory module chooses which parts of the inputs to focus on through the at-
tention. It then produces a “memory summarization” representation taking into
account the query as well as the stored memory. Each iteration in the episode
provides the memory module with newly relevant information about the input.
As a result, the memory module has the ability to retrieve new information in
each iteration and obtain a new representation about the input.
3.2 Learning to Update
In the context of O-VOS [4], the goal is to learn from the annotated objects in
the first frame (support set) and predict them in the subsequent frames (query
set). To this end, traditional methods usually finetune the network and perform
online learning for each specific video. However, we construct an episodic mem-
ory based learner on variety of tasks (videos), sampled from the distribution of
training tasks[3], such that the learned model performs well on new unseen tasks
(test videos). Thus we tackle O-VOS as a “learning to update” segmentation
network procedure [36]: (1) extracting a task representation from the one-shot
support set, and (2) updating the segmentation network for the query given the
task representation. As shown in Fig. 1, we enhance an episodic memory net-
work with graph structure to: i) instantly adapt the segmentation network to a
specific object, rather than performing lots of finetuning iterations; and ii) make
full use of context within video sequences. As a result, our graph memory net-
work has two abilities: learn to adjust the segmentation network from one-shot
support set during the model initialization phase and learn to take advantage of
segmented frames to update the segmentation during frame processing phase.
3.3 Graph Memory Network
The graph memory network consists of an external graph memory and learnable
controllers for memory operating. The memory can make short-term storage
for new knowledge encoding and its graph structure allows to fully explore the
context. The controllers interact with the graph memory through a number of
read and write operations and they are capable of long-term storage via slow
updates of the weights. Through the controllers, our model learns a general
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Fig. 1. Illustration of our graph memory based O-VOS method. Prior frames are
fed together with the masks to the support encoder to initialize graph memory nodes
{m0i }i. Current frame is fed into the query encoder to output the query embedding q.
The graph memory interacts with q under several episodic reasoning (with learnable
controllers) to mine support context and generate video specific features. After K-step
episodic reasoning, the decoder predicts segmentation mask Sˆ, based on the episodic
feature hK and query embedding q.
strategy for the types of representations it should place into the memory and
how it should later use these representations for segmentation predictions.
The core idea of our graph memory network is to perform K steps of episodic
reasoning to efficiently mine the structures in the memory and better capture
target-specific information. Specifically, the memory is organized as a size-fixed,
fully connected graph G=(M, E), where node mi∈M denotes ith memory cell,
and edge ei,j =(mi,mj)∈E indicates the relation between cell mi and mj .
Given a query frame, the support set is considered as the combination of
the first annotated frame and previously segmented frames. The graph memory
is initialized from N(= |M|) frames, sampled from the support set. For each
memory node mi, its initial embedding m
0
i ∈RW×H×C is generated by applying
a fully convolutional memory encoder to the corresponding support frame to
capture both the spatial visual feature as well as segmentation mask information.
Graph Memory Reading. A fully convolutional query encoder is also applied
to the query frame to extract the visual feature q ∈RW×H×C . A learnable read
controller first takes q as input and generate its initial state h0:
h0 = fP(q) ∈ RW×H×C , (1)
where fP(·) indicates a projection function.
At each episodic reasoning step k ∈ {1, ...,K}, the read controller interacts
with the external graph memory by reading the content. Following the key-value
retrieval mechanism in [20, 26, 40], we first compute the similarity between the
query and each memory node mi:
ski =
hk−1 ·mk−1i
‖hk−1‖‖mk−1i ‖
∈ [−1, 1]. (2)
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Fig. 2. Illustration of iterative reasoning over the episodic graph memory.
Next, we compute the read weight wki by a softmax normalization function:
wki = exp(s
k
i )
/∑
j
exp(skj ) ∈ [0, 1]. (3)
Considering some nodes are noisy due to the underlying camera shift or out-of-
view, wki measures the confidence of memory cell mi. After that, the memory
summarization mk is retrieved using this weight to linearly combine the memory
cell:
mk =
∑
i
wkim
k−1
i ∈ RW×H×C . (4)
Through Eqs. (2-4), the memory module retrieves the memory cell most sim-
ilar to hk to obtain the memory summarization mk. Once reading the memory
summarization, the read controller updates its state as follows:
h˜k = W hr ∗ hk−1 +Uhr ∗mk ∈ RW×H×C ,
akr = σ(W
a
r ∗ hk−1 +Uar ∗mk) ∈ [0, 1]W×H×C ,
hk = akr ◦ h˜k + (1− akr ) ◦ hk−1 ∈ RW×H×C ,
(5)
where W s and Us are convolution kernels and σ indicates the sigmoid activation
function. ‘∗’ and ‘◦’ represent the convolution operation and Hadamard product,
respectively. The update gate ak controls how much previous hidden state hk−1
to be kept. In this way, the hidden state of the controller encodes both the graph
memory and query representations, which are necessary to produce an output.
Episodic Graph Memory Updating. After each pass through the memory
summarization, we need to update the episode graph memory with the new
query input. At each step k, a learnable memory write controller updates each
memory cell (i.e., graph node) mi by considering its previous state m
k−1
i , current
content from the read controller hk, and the states from other cells {mk−1j }j 6=i.
Specifically, following [49], we first formulate the relation eki,j from mj to mi as
the inner-product similarity over their feature matrices:
eki,j =m
k−1
i Wem
k−1>
j ∈ R(WH)×(WH), (6)
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where We∈RC×C indicates a learnable weight matrix, and mk−1i ∈R(WH)×C and
mk−1j ∈R(WH)×C are flattened into matrix representations. eki,j stores similarity
scores corresponding to all pairs of positions in mi and mj .
Then, for mi, we compute the summarized information c
k
i from other cells,
weighted by their normalized inner-product similarities:
cki =
∑
j 6=i softmax(e
k
i,j)m
k−1
j ∈ RW×H×C , (7)
where softmax(·) normalizes each row of the input.
After aggregating the information from neighbors, the memory write con-
troller updates the state of mi as:
m˜ki = W
m
u ∗ hk +Umu ∗mk−1i + V mu ∗ cki ∈ RW×H×C ,
aku = σ(W
a
u ∗ hk +Uau ∗mk−1i + V au ∗ cki ) ∈ [0, 1]W×H×C ,
mki = a
k
u ◦ m˜k + (1− aku) ◦mk−1 ∈ RW×H×C ,
(8)
The graph memory updating allows each memory cell to embed the neighbor in-
formation into its representation so as to fully explore the context in the support
set. Moreover, by iteratively reasoning over the graph structure, each memory
cells encode the new query information and yield progressively improved repre-
sentations. Compared with traditional memory network[54], the proposed graph
memory network brings two advantages: i) the memory writing operation is
fused into the memory updating procedure without increasing the memory size,
and ii) avoiding designing complex memory writing strategies [20,37,54]. Fig. 2
shows a detailed diagram of memory reading and updating.
Final Segmentation Readout. After K steps of the episodic memory updat-
ing, we leverage the final state hK from the memory read controller to support
the prediction on the query:
Sˆ = fR(h
K, q) ∈ [0, 1]W×H×2, (9)
where the readout function fR(·) gives the final segmentation probability maps.
3.4 Full Network Architecture
Network Configuration. Both the query encoder and memory encoder have
the same network architecture, except for the inputs. The query encoder takes an
RGB query frame as input, while, for the memory encoder, the input is an RGB
support frame concatenated with the 1-channel object probability map. For the
graph memory, the read controller (Eq. (5)) and write controller (Eq. (8)) are all
implemented using ConvGRU [1], with 1×1 convolutional kernels. The project
function fP (Eq.(1)) is also realized with 1×1 convolutional layer. Similar to[55],
the readout function fR (Eq. (9)) is implemented with a decoder network, which
consists of four blocks with skip connections to the corresponding ResNet50 [13]
blocks. The kernel size of each convolution layer in the decoder is set as 3×3,
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Fig. 3. From video clip to video clip, the instances with associated labels are shuffled.
G denotes the graph memory network and Sˆ is the output prediction.
excepting the last 1×1 convolution layer. The final 2-channel segmentation pre-
diction is obtained by a softmax operation. The query and memory encoders
are implemented as the four convolution blocks of ResNet50, initialized by the
weights pretrained on ImageNet. The other layers are randomly initialized. Con-
sidering memory encoder takes binary mask and instance label maps as input,
extra 1×1 convolutional layers are used for encoding these inputs. The resulting
features are added with RGB features at the first blocks of ResNet50.
Training. For O-VOS, we train our model following the “recurrence training”
procedure [12, 55]. Each training pass is formed by sampling a support set to
build graph memory and a relevant query set. The core of recurrence training
is to mimic the inference procedure [3]. For each video, we sample N+1 frames
to build a support set (first N frames) and a query (last frame). Thus, the N
support frames can be represented by a N -node memory graph. We apply a cross
entropy loss for supervising training.
To prevent the graph memory from only memorizing the relation between the
instance and the one-hot vector label, we employ the label shuffling strategy[37].
As shown in Fig. 3, every time we run a segmentation episode, we shuffle the
one-hot instance labels [46], meaning sometimes the label of specific instance
become 2 instead of 1 and vice versa. This encourages the segmentation network
to learn how to distinguish the specific instance in current frame by considering
the current training samples rather than memorizing specific relation between
the target and the given label.
To further boost performance, we extend the training set with synthetic
videos [29,46,55]. Specifically, for a static image, the video generation techique[31]
is adopted to obtain simulated video clips, though different transformation op-
erations (e.g., rotation, scaling, translation and sheering). The static images
come from existing pixel-wise annotated image segmentation datasets. After pre-
training on the synthetic videos, we use the real video data for finetuning.
For Z-VOS, we follow a similar training protocol in O-VOS, but the input
modality only has the RGB. We do not use the label shuffling strategy, as we
focus on an object-level Z-VOS setting (i.e., do not discriminate different object
instances). More training details for Z-VOS and O-VOS can be found in §3.5.
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Inference. After training, we directly apply the learned network to unseen test
videos without online finetuning. For O-VOS, we process each testing video in a
sequential manner. For the first N frames, we compute the memory summariza-
tion (Eq. (4)) directly and write these frames into the memory. From (N+1)th
frame, after segmentation, we would use this frame to update the graph memory.
Considering the first frame and its annotation always provide the most reliable
information, we re-initialize the node which stores the information about the
first frame. Therefore, we use the first annotated frame, last segmented frame
and N−2 frames sampled from previous segmented frames, as well as their pre-
defined or segmented masks to build the memory. For multiple-instances cases,
we run our model for each instance independently and obtain a soft-max proba-
bility mask for each one. Considering the underlying probability overlap between
different instances, we combine these results together with a soft-aggregation
strategy [55]. Our network achieves fast segmentation speed of 0.2 s per frame.
For Z-VOS, we randomly sample N frames from the same video to build the
graph memory, then we process each frame based on the constructed memory.
Considering the global information is more important than local information for
handling underlying object occlusions and camera movements, we process each
frame independently by re-initializing the graph memory with globally sampled
frames. Following common practice [7, 39, 42], we employ CRF [19] binarization
and the whole processing speed is about 0.3 s per frame.
3.5 Implementation Details
During pre-training, we randomly crop 384×384 patches from static image sam-
ples, and the video clip length is N+1 = 4. During the main training, we crop
384×640 patches from real training videos. We randomly sample four tempo-
ral ordered frames from the same video with a maximum skip of 25 frames
to build a training clip. Data augmentation techniques, like rotation, flip and
saturation, are adopted to increase the data diversity. For O-VOS, we select a
saliency dataset, MSRA10K[8], and semantic segmentation dataset, COCO[21],
to synthesize videos. We use all the training videos in DAVIS17 [34] and Youtube-
VOS [58] for the main training. For Z-VOS, we use two image saliency datasets,
MSRA10K [8] and DUT [59], to generate simulated videos. These two datasets
are selected following conventions[22,42] for fair comparison. After that, we take
advantage of the training set of DAVIS16 [32] to finetune the network.
Our model is implemented on PyTorch and trained on four NVIDIA Tesla
V100 GPUs with 32 GB memory per card. The batch size is set to 16. We
optimize the loss function with Adam optimizer using “poly” learning schedule,
with the base learning rate of 1e-5 and power of 1.0. The pre-training stage takes
about 24 hours and the main training stage takes about 16 hours for O-VOS.
4 Experiments
To verify the effectiveness and generic applicability of the proposed method, we
perform experiments on different VOS settings. In concrete, we first evaluate our
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Table 1. Evaluation of O-VOS on DAVIS17 val set (§4.1), with region similarity
J , boundary accuracy F and average of J&F . Speed is also reported.
OSMN SIMMASK FAVOS RVOS OSVOS AGAME OnAVOS RGMPMethod
[60] [48] [6] [45] [4] [16] [47] [55]
J&F Mean ↑ 54.8 65.4 58.2 60.6 60.3 71.0 65.4 66.7
J
Mean ↑ 52.5 54.3 54.6 57.5 56.6 68.5 61.6 64.8
Recall↑ 60.9 62.8 61.1 65.2 63.8 78.4 67.4 74.1
Decay↓ 21.5 19.3 14.1 24.9 26.1 14.0 27.9 18.9
F
Mean ↑ 57.1 58.5 61.8 63.6 63.9 73.6 69.1 68.6
Recall↑ 66.1 67.5 72.3 73.2 73.8 83.4 75.4 77.7
Decay↓ 24.3 21.0 18.0 28.2 27.0 15.8 26.6 19.6
Times (s) 0.13 0.028 1.8 1.8 7.0 0.07 13 0.13
OSVOS-S RANet FEELVOS CINM PReMVO DMMNet STMMethod
[25] [53] [46] [2] [24] [64] [29]
Ours
J&F Mean ↑ 68.0 65.7 71.5 70.6 77.8 70.7 81.8 82.9
J
Mean ↑ 64.7 63.2 69.1 67.2 73.9 68.1 79.2 80.0
Recall↑ 74.2 73.7 79.1 74.5 83.1 77.3 88.7 89.1
Decay↓ 15.1 18.6 17.5 24.6 16.2 16.8 8.0 8.2
F
Mean ↑ 71.3 68.2 74.0 74.0 81.8 73.3 84.3 85.9
Recall↑ 80.7 78.8 83.8 81.6 88.9 82.7 91.8 92.1
Decay↓ 18.5 19.7 20.1 26.2 19.5 23.5 10.5 10.6
Times (s) 4.5 0.13 0.5 38 70 2.7 0.18 0.2
model on two O-VOS datasets (§4.1) and then test it on two Z-VOS datasets
(§4.2). Finally, in §4.3, agnostic experiments are conducted for in-depth analysis.
4.1 Performance for O-VOS
Datasets. Experiments are conducted on two well-known O-VOS benchmarks:
DAVIS17 [34] and Youtube-VOS[58]. DAVIS17 comprises of 60 videos for training
and 30 videos for validation. Each video contains one or multiple annotated
object instances. Youtube-VOS is a large-scale dataset which is split into a train
set (3,471 videos) and a val set (474 videos). The validation set is further divided
into seen subset which has the same categories (65) as the train set and unseen
subset with 26 unseen categories.
Evaluation Criteria. Following the standard evaluation protocol of DAVIS17,
the mean region similarity J and contour accuracy F are reported. For Youtube-
VOS, these two metrics are separately computed for the seen and unseen sets.
Quantitative Results. The performance of our network on DAVIS17 is shown
in Table 1 with both online learning and offline approaches. Overall, our model
outperforms all the contemporary methods and sets a new state-of-the-art in
terms of mean J&F (82.9%), mean J (80.0%) and mean F (85.9%). Notably,
our method obtains a much higher score for both region similarity and contour
accuracy compared to several representative online learning methods: OSVOS[4],
OnAVOS [47], AGAME [16] and DMMNet [64]. Furthermore, we report the seg-
mentation speed and memory comparison by averaging the inference times for
all instances. We observe that most segmentation-by-detection methods (e.g.,
OSVOS [4]) consume small GPU memory but need a long time for first frame
finetuning and online learning. Meanwhile, most matching based methods (e.g.,
AGAME [16], FEELVOS [46], and RGMP [55]) achieve fast inference yet suf-
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Table 2. Evaluation of O-VOS on Youtube-VOS val set (§4.1), with region
similarity J and boundary accuracy F . “Overall”: averaged over the four metrics.
MSK OSMN RGMP OnAVOS RVOS OSVOS S2S AGAME PreMVOS DMMNet STMMethod
[31] [60] [55] [47] [45] [4] [58] [16] [24] [64] [29]
Ours
Overall 53.1 51.2 53.8 55.2 56.8 58.8 64.4 66.1 66.9 58.0 79.4 80.2
se
en MeanJ ↑ 59.9 60.0 59.5 60.1 63.6 59.8 71.0 67.8 71.4 60.3 79.7 80.7
MeanF ↑ 59.5 60.1 - 62.7 67.2 60.5 70.0 - 75.9 63.5 84.2 85.1
u
n
se
en MeanJ ↑ 45.0 40.6 45.2 46.6 45.5 54.2 55.5 60.8 56.5 50.6 72.8 74.0
MeanF ↑ 47.9 44.0 - 51.4 51.0 60.7 61.2 - 63.7 57.4 80.9 80.9
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Fig. 4. Qualitative O-VOS results on DAVIS17 and Youtube-VOS (§4.1).
fer from heavy memory cost. However, our method achieves better performance
with fast speed and acceptable memory use.
Moreover, we report the segmentation results on Youtube-VOS in Table 2.
Our approach obtains a final score of 80.2%, significantly outperforming state-of-
the-arts. Compared to memory-based method S2S[58], our model achieves much
higher performance (i.e., 80.2% vs 64.4%), which verifies the effectiveness of our
external graph memory design. Moreover, our method performs favorably on
both seen and unseen categories. Overall, our method achieves huge performance
promotion over time-consuming online learning base methods without invoking
online finetuning. This demonstrates the efficacy of our core idea of formulating
O-VOS as a procedure of learning to update segmentation network.
Qualitative Results. In Fig.4, we show qualitative results of our method at dif-
ferent time steps (uniformly sampled percentage w.r.t. the whole video length) on
a few representative videos. Specifically, many instances in the first two DAVIS17
videos undergo fast motion and background clutter. However, through the graph
memory mechanism, our segmentation network can handle these challenging fac-
tors well. The last two Youtube-VOS videos present challenges that the instances
suffer occlusion and out-of-view. Once the occlusion ends, our graph memory al-
lows the segmentation network to re-detect the target and segment it successfully.
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Table 3. Evaluation of Z-VOS on DAVIS16 val set [32] (§4.2), with region simi-
larity J , boundary accuracy F and time stability T .
MSG NLC CUT FST SFL LMP FSEG LVO UOVOS
Method
[27] [11] [17] [30] [7] [41] [15] [42] [66]
J
Mean ↑ 53.3 55.1 55.2 55.8 64.7 70.0 70.7 75.9 73.9
Recall↑ 61.6 55.8 57.5 64.9 81.4 85.0 83.0 89.1 88.5
Decay↓ 2.4 12.6 2.2 0.0 6.2 1.3 1.5 0.0 0.6
F
Mean ↑ 50.8 52.3 55.2 51.1 66.7 65.9 65.3 72.1 68.0
Recall↑ 60.0 61.0 51.9 51.6 77.1 79.2 73.8 83.4 80.6
Decay↓ 5.1 11.4 3.4 2.9 5.1 2.5 1.8 1.3 0.7
T Mean ↓ 54.8 65.4 58.2 60.6 60.3 71.0 65.4 66.7 39.0
ARP PDB MotAdapt LSMO AGS COSNet AGNN AnDiff
Method
[18] [39] [38] [43] [52] [22] [49] [62]
Ours
J
Mean ↑ 76.2 77.2 77.2 78.2 79.7 80.5 80.7 81.7 82.5
Recall↑ 89.1 91.1 93.1 87.8 91.1 93.1 94.0 90.9 94.3
Decay↓ 7.0 0.9 5.0 4.1 1.9 4.4 0.03 2.2 4.2
F
Mean ↑ 65.3 72.1 70.6 74.5 77.4 79.4 79.1 80.5 81.2
Recall↑ 83.4 83.5 84.4 84.7 85.8 89.5 90.5 85.1 90.3
Decay↓ 7.9 -0.2 3.3 3.5 0.0 5.0 0.03 0.6 5.6
T Mean ↓ 39.3 29.1 27.9 21.2 26.7 18.4 33.7 21.4 19.8
4.2 Performance for Z-VOS
Datasets. Experiments are conducted on two challenging datasets: DAVIS16 [32]
and Youtube-Objects [35]. DAVIS16 contains 50 videos with 3,455 frames, cov-
ering a wide range of challenges, such as fast motion and occlusion. It is split
into a train set (30 videos) and a val set (20 videos). Youtube-Objects has
126 videos belonging to 10 categories and 25,673 frames in total. The val set of
DAVIS16 and whole Youtube-Objects are used for evaluation.
Evaluation Criteria. We follow the official evaluation protocols [30, 32] and
report the region similarity J , boundary accuracy F and time stability T for
DAVIS16. Youtube-Objects is evaluated in terms of region similarity J .
Quantitative Results. For DAVIS16 [32], we compare our method with 17
state-of-the-arts from DAVIS16 benchmark
1 in Table 3. Our method outper-
forms other competitors across most metrics. In particular, compared with recent
matching-based methods: COSNet [22], AGNN [49] and AnDiff [66], our method
achieves an average J score of 82.5% which is 0.8% better than the second best
method, AnDiff [66] despite the fact that it utilizes more training samples than
ours. Compared with COSNet [22], our method achieves significant performance
promotion of 2.0% and 1.8% in terms of mean J and mean F , respectively.
Notably, our method outperforms online learning based methods (i.e., SFL [7],
UVOS [66] and LSMO [43]) by a large margin.
We further report results on Youtube-Objects in Table 4 with detailed category-
wise performance as well as the final average J score. As seen, our method
surpasses other competitors significantly (reaching 71.4% mean J ), especially
compared with recent matching based methods [22,49]. Overall, our model con-
1 https://davischallenge.org/davis2016/soa_compare.html
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Table 4. Evaluation of Z-VOS on Youtube-Objects [35] (§4.2). “Mean J ↑” de-
notes the results averaged over all the categories.
LTV FST COSEG ARP LVO PDB FSEG SFL MotAdapt LSMO AGS COSNet AGNNMethod
[28] [30] [44] [18] [42] [39] [15] [7] [38] [43] [52] [22] [49]
Ours
Airplane (6) 13.7 70.9 69.3 73.6 86.2 78.0 81.7 65.6 77.2 60.5 87.7 81.1 81.1 86.1
Bird (6) 12.2 70.6 76.0 56.1 81.0 80.0 63.8 65.4 42.2 59.3 76.7 75.7 75.9 75.7
Boat (15) 10.8 42.5 53.5 57.8 68.5 58.9 72.3 59.9 49.3 62.1 72.2 71.3 70.7 68.6
Car (7) 23.7 65.2 70.4 33.9 69.3 76.5 74.9 64.0 68.6 72.3 78.6 77.6 78.1 82.4
Cat (16) 18.6 52.1 66.8 30.5 58.8 63.0 68.4 58.9 46.3 66.3 69.2 66.5 67.9 65.9
Cow (20) 16.3 44.5 49.0 41.8 68.5 64.1 68.0 51.1 64.2 67.9 64.6 69.8 69.7 70.5
Dog (27) 18.2 65.3 47.5 36.8 61.7 70.1 69.4 54.1 66.1 70.0 73.3 76.8 77.4 77.1
Horse (14) 11.5 53.5 55.7 44.3 53.9 67.6 60.4 64.8 64.8 65.4 64.4 67.4 67.3 72.2
Motorbike (10) 10.6 44.2 39.5 48.9 60.8 58.3 62.7 52.6 44.6 55.5 62.1 67.7 68.3 63.8
Train (5) 19.6 29.6 53.4 39.2 66.3 35.2 62.2 34.0 42.3 38.0 48.2 46.8 47.8 47.8
Mean J ↑ 15.5 53.8 58.1 46.2 67.5 65.4 68.4 57.0 58.1 64.3 69.7 70.5 70.8 71.4
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Fig. 5. Qualitative Z-VOS results on DAVIS16 and Youtube-Objects (§4.2).
sistently yields promising results over different datasets, which clearly illustrates
its superior performance and powerful generalizability.
Quantitative Results. Fig. 5 depicts some representative visual results on
DAVIS16 and Youtube-Objects. As can be observed, our method handles well
these challenging scenes, typically with fast motion, partial occlusion and view
changes, even without explicit foreground object indication.
4.3 Diagnostic Experiments
In this section, we analyze the contribution of different model components to
the final performance. Specifically, we take O-VOS and Z-VOS as exemplar and
evaluate all ablated versions on DAVIS17 [34] and DAVIS16 [32], respectively. The
experimental results are evaluated by mean J and mean F . For each ablated
version, we retrain the model from scratch using the same protocol. From the
whole results comparison in Table 5, we can draw several essential conclusions.
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Table 5. Ablation study of our graph memory network (§4.3).
One-shot VOS Zero-shot VOS
DAVIS17 [34] DAVIS16 [32]Aspect Method
Mean J ↑ Mean F↑ Mean J ↑ Mean F↑
Full model graph memory (3 nodes, 3 episodes) 80.0 85.9 82.5 81.2
Backbone direct infer. w/o graph memory 73.5 78.4 73.2 72.5
Graph
Structure
2 nodes 76.0 81.4 78.5 76.8
4 nodes 79.5 84.6 82.5 81.2
5 nodes 80.0 85.9 82.5 81.2
State
Updating
K = 0 78.1 82.2 81.2 79.7
K = 1 78.9 83.3 81.6 80.3
K = 2 79.3 84.8 82.0 80.8
K = 4 80.0 85.9 82.5 81.2
Training w/o label shuffling 78.5 82.7 - -
Graph Memory Network: First, with the proposed graph memory network,
our method yields significant performance improvements (+6.5%,+7.5% and
+9.3%, +8.7% in terms of mean J and mean F) than the backbone over differ-
ent VOS settings. This supports our view that the graph memory network with
differential controllers can learn to update the segmentation network effectively.
Memory Size: We next investigate the influence of memory size on the final
performance (1st and 3rd-5th rows). We find only a 3-node memory is enough for
achieving good performance, further verifying the efficacy of our memory design.
Iterative Memory Reasoning: It is also of interest to assess the impact of
our iterative memory updating strategy. When K = 0, it means no update for
graph memory network, therefore the state of the network is fixed without online
learning. In this case, the results deteriorate significantly. We can further observe
that more steps can boost the performance (1→3) and when the step is increased
to certain extent (K=4), the performance remains almost unchanged.
Label Shuffling: Finally we study the effect of our label shuffling strategy.
Comparing results on the first and last rows, we can easily observe that shuffling
instance labels during network training indeed promotes O-VOS performance.
5 Conclusion
This paper integrates a novel graph memory mechanism to efficiently adapt the
segmentation network to specific videos without catastrophic inference/finetune.
Through episodic reasoning the memory graph, the proposed model is capable
of generating video-specific memory summarization which benefits the final seg-
mentation prediction significantly. Meanwhile, the online model updating can
be implemented via learnable memory controllers. Our method is effective and
principle, which can be easily extend to Z-VOS setting. Extensive experimental
results on total four challenging datasets demonstrate its promising performance.
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